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Abstract
With the continuous development of electronic technology, automatic detection of the PCB board has become
particularly important, and the key step of the detection is to identify and locate the location mark (usually it is a
round). Hough transform is one of the most widely used circle detection method, but it is complex in computing
and requires much resource. For these conditions, a new idea of circle detection is proposed to get the rough
location of the circle with the template matching, and then the precise positioning is accomplished by an
improved Hough transform which is to draw two non-parallel strings on the orientation round and the center of
the circle shall locate the strings’ perpendicular intersection. Experiments show that the method is simple and
effective, and can accomplish the PCB image positioning accurately.
Keywords: visual, Printed Circuit Board (PCB), detection, image-positioning, Hough transform
1. Introduction
The methods used by the automatic detection of the PCB is a computer vision positioning. The basic process is
to set up two location mark (usually round) in the design and manufacture of the PCB, and stepper motor
controlled by computer drives a camera to intake the photograph of these two signs respectively, then find the
center of the two circles. According to the coordinates of the two rounds in the CAD files, you can determine the
ratio between actual coordinates and CAD coordinates, and finally according to this ratio and the coordinates of
the objects in CAD files, we will be able to determine their actual position (Zhang, Gao, & Wang, 1999).
Circle detection mainly refers to the striking of characteristic parameters of the image of the hole or arc, such as
the center coordinates and radius. The traditional methods of detection of circular feature is the Hough
Transform, which uses the correspondence between image space and parameter space to transform image space
to parameter space, and by a simple cumulative statistics in the parameter space to complete the inspection task
(Fu & Chen, 2010). The method is characterized by high reliability, and in the noisy and distortion state, even in
the of loss of the regional information, this method can still achieve the desired results, but its drawback is of
complex computation, high resource requirements, and the interference of the complex image background
information will bring a large number of unwanted accumulation, so that the performance of the algorithm
greatly reduced, and even unable to effectively extract the round.
This paper presents a new method to detect PCB positioning circle. The method is simple in principle, of fast
calculation, high accuracy and can meet the needs of the PCB testing occasions.
2. A Rough Location Based on Template Matching
For the positioning of the circuit board image, you first need to select the appropriate reference point to ensure
convenient, reliable and accurate positioning. Under normal circumstances, the circuit board has its own round
for positioning, so it is appropriate to select the round as the positioning reference of the board. The positioning
round is shown in Figure 1(a). We can see that the camera captures an image of the board, including the
positioning round, which contains a wealth of information, and the information of interest is only the positioning
round, so in order to locate accurately, the first step is to conduct the rough location and extract the general area
of the orientation round, as far as possible to eliminate irrelevant information. So as to get the rough region of
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the positiooning round, yoou can use the template matcching method.
The templlate matching method (Dingg, Goshtasby, & Satter, 20011) is a registraation method bbased on gray-scale
cross-correelation, whichh studies whethher there is a kknown templatte image in thee picture. The principle is sh
hown
in Figure 1. Set up a teemplate the siize of the grapph T of Mx*M
My and search graph S sizze of Nx* Ny. The
template iss stacked on thhe reference figgure and translation. The pieece of the searcch graph coverred by the tem
mplate
is called a graph Si, j, thhe coordinates of the lower lleft corner of tthe sub-graph in the S-graphh is (i, j), called the
reference ppoint. It is easyy to know thatt i and j rangess from 0 ≤ I, j ≤N-M. You caan now compaare the contentt of T
and Si, j. IIf they are conssistent, T and S
Si, j is equal.
Use the nnormalized crooss-correlation (Chen, Liu, & Xu, 2011) to measure thhe similarity bbetween T and
d Si, j
(called NC
C algorithms).. It determinees the degree of match by computing thhe cross-correllation value of the
template im
mage and the image to be m
matching to. C
Cross-correlatiion definition has generally the following
g two
forms:
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Figure 1. Searrch graph and ttemplate
e. NC
The greateer the value off NC (i, j) is, thhe more similaar (i, j) positionn of the searchh graph and thhe template are
(i, j) valuue of 1 indicaates that the pposition is thee matching poosition. In praactical applicaations, because
e the
matching iimage and refeerence image iis different bettween time andd cameras, thee gray value off the correspon
nding
pix is oftenn not absoluteely equal, and tthus the location of NC valuue of 1 can’t be found. So w
we only need to
o find
the locatioon of the maxim
mum NC valuee in the searchh graph, and coonsider the locaation as the best match position.

In this papper, the Equatioon (1) is used to judge the degree of similaarity in templaate matching algorithm. Tem
mplate
matching algorithm is of
o a lot of calcculation. In orrder to improvve computing speed, with a larger step size to
search forr the rough loccation of the ttemplate, thenn a small step is used to finnd the precise matching loca
ation.
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Figure 2(a) as a template, Figure 1 is searched for locate round, and the result is shown in Figure 2(b) with a
matched orientation round surrounded by a black box.
After getting the rough region of positioning round, the next step is to get the center coordinate of the circle. In
this paper the used camera is a black and white one, and the image is gray-scale. So in the extraction of the
positioning circle, we can’t start from the color. The image limited in the area is shown in Figure 2(c) (Figure 1
is a scaled image, so the positioning rounds of Figure 1 and Figure 2 are deferent in size). For the processed
image of positioning circle, if its noise is relatively low, it will be processed with the binarization of threshold 80.
Figure 2(d) shows the results. It can be seen from the figure, the binarization positioning circle is displayed with
white in black background. Obviously, the positioning circle has been split out, but some small areas of
interference still exist. To get extent possible, accurate positioning circular coordinates, we should get rid of
these small areas. The Size Filtering Method can achieve the goal, and the results are show in Figure 2(e). Size
filtering method only eliminates the black interference, and you need negative phase in Figure 2(e) to remove the
white part of the small areas. The final results are shown in Figure 2(g).

(a)Template

(b) Matching result

(c) Positioning round

(e) Eliminates the black interference
(f) Negative phase object
Figure 2. The extraction process positioning round

(d) Binarization (80)

(g) Final result

After the above series of image processing, a position image, which is full and of clear outline, is achieved, and
the calculation of the center coordinates is the next step.
3. Precise Positioning and Results
3.1 Average Pixel Coordinates Method
So-called average pixel coordinates method is a statistical method, which records the x and y coordinates and the
number of pixels with 255 values (white) by scanning the whole lot of binary image, and then accumulate x and
y coordinates of white pixels, and the average coordinates are the center coordinates of the positioning round.
y
i
, y i
(5)
n
n
Among them, n refers to the number of white pixel respectively, and ∑xi, ∑yi refer to the total value of all white
pixels cumulative gross x and y coordinates, /x, /y to the center coordinates. According to Equation (5), the
center coordinates of Figure 2(g) is (83,471).
x

x
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3.2 The Traditional Hough Transform
Assume that the collection of the composition points of the image circle is { x i , y i | i  1, 2 , 3 , . . . , n } , (x, y) is any
point in this collection, so its equation in the parametric coordinate system can be expressed as:

( a  x ) 2  (b  y ) 2  r 2

(6)

This equation is a three-dimensional cone in space. So if put any point of the image into (6), the corresponding
result is a three-dimensional cone to the analytic geometry knowledge. Putting set of points on the circumference
into the Equation (6), the result consists of the conical surface cluster
For the points on the same circle, the conical surface cluster is bound to intersect at one point (a0, b0, r0), and
this intersection is the required radius and center coordinates (Ioannoua, Hudab, & Lainec, 1999). Equation (6)
in the discrete image can be rewritten as:
| (a  xi ) 2  (b  yi ) 2  r 2 | 

The letter  in the above formula refer to the digital compensation of the image.
The specific transformation process:
1) Select the appropriate a, b, r, to create a conical surface clusters.
2) Create a three-dimensional array A (a, b, r) used to accumulate; according to Equation (6), with the change of
a and b, corresponding r is calculated, and after calculating r, A (a, b, r) cumulative one more time: A (a, b, r) = A
(a, b, r) +1.
3) Obtained the local maximum of three-dimensional array A (a, b, r), this value is the required radius and center
coordinates.
3.3 Improved Hough Transform
The traditional Hough transform for circle detection involves too many points, too high cumulative array
dimension and large computation load. Therefore, to reduce the dimension of the cumulative array is one of the
keys to improve the efficiency of Hough transform. According to the above principle, we improved Hough
transform.

(a) Access to the center of the circle

(b) Contour extraction for Figure 2(g)

(c) Improved Hough Transform
(d) Center of the circle to calculate
Figure 3. The circle detection processes of improved Hough transform
In Figure 3(a), we take a point called A on the edge of the image, point B taken after some interval points, and
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connect A and B. For the line AB, perpendicular intersects the circle at two points called C and J, and we can see
by the knowledge of geometry, segment CJ go through the center called O point of the circle. Similarly, from the
point B, point D taken after some interval points, you can get a segment called EI. The Intersection of the
segments CJ and EI is to the center of the circle to calculate (Yue & Xiang, 2006).
The steps of improved Hough Transform: once a time of search is completed, the neighbor point of point A in the
clockwise direction is taken as a new starting point. The neighbor point of this new starting point is the starting
point for the next search. Repeat the above steps until back to the point near the initial point A. In the search
process, a two-dimensional accumulator is just needed to accumulate the center of the circle. Compared to the
traditional Hough transform, the new method needs less storage space and it is less complex. Finally, the
maximum of the accumulator is the center coordinates.Set up the coordinates of the points A, B, and C,
respectively, (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (x3, y3), then the equation of straight line CJ and EI is:
CJ: y  y1  y 2  x 2  x1 ( x  x1  x 2 )

(7)

EI: y  y 2  y 3  x 3  x 2 ( x  x 2  x 3 )

(8)

y 2  y1

2

y3  y 2

2

2

2

According to Equation (7) and (8), the intersection of two lines is the center coordinates. The process of Hough
transform circle detection is shown in Figure 3. The first step is to extract the circular contour, and then the
Hough transform is used to get the center coordinates (89,460). Compared to the previous method, in theory, this
algorithm is more accurate, and need less calculation time. Overall, using the improved Hough transform can
improve the detection accuracy, and it is ideal for situations which require high accuracy.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, Firstly, the template matching method is used to get the coarse position and then a full positioning
image of clear outline is achieved after the binary method, size filtering and negative processing. Finally,
complete the orientation circle detection using an improved Hough transform method. Compared with the pixel
average coordinates method and the traditional Hough transform method, this new method is simple, effective
and accurate in the image positioning for the PCB.
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